
Who Gets to Walk Safely?
An Equity Audit of Projects Funded by 

Bloomington’s Sidewalk Committee, 2003-2020
By Mark Stosberg

Recently, Bloomington, Indiana’s Mayor Hamilton announced the Recover Forward Bloomington 
plan. This plan prioritizes rebuilding from pandemic public health and economic crises with 
racial and economic equity. As President of the Bicycle Pedestrian Safety Commission, I was 
interested in how well Bloomington had done in the past with regard to investing in sidewalks 
relative to the distribution of race and income in Bloomington. I conducted an independent 
equity audit of Bloomington, Indiana's new sidewalks funded by the City Council’s Sidewalk 
Committee from 2003-2020. I analyzed both the process used to decide where new sidewalks 
are added as well as the metrics used to rank locations for new sidewalks. I then compared 
these results against best practices. 

The Sidewalk Committee began approximately 20 years ago to oversee the funding of new 
sidewalks from the Alternative Transportation Fund. Membership includes four self-selected 
members of the Bloomington City Council. The group is advised by the City of Bloomington’s 
Planning and Transportation Department staff.

Score Key Findings

❌ Uses comprehensive sidewalk inventory for planning

✅ Uses objective metrics to prioritize sidewalk locations

❌ Objective metrics include race and income

❌ Location ranking algorithm functions as intended

❌ Objective metrics override political interests.

Key Findings:

 Does not use a comprehensive inventory for planning
The City of Bloomington’s Public Works Department has started conducting 
comprehensive LIDAR scans of our sidewalk inventory, but those scans are not currently 
used as the foundation for new sidewalks funded by the Sidewalk Committee.  These 
scans are created with cars with specially equipped sensors that inventory every 
City-owned road, capturing the presence of sidewalks and their condition. This is a 
complete, objective basis to use for planning. 

Uses Objective Metrics
The City of Bloomington’s Planning and Transportation Department uses objective 
metrics for recommending sidewalk priority funding including Density, Transit Access, 
Walk Score and Pedestrian Level of Service.

Planning Metrics Do Not Include Race and Income
Race and income are not currently considered. My analysis found that wealthier 
neighborhoods have been overrepresented for sidewalk funding over the past 17 years. 

- Consider a more explanatory title for the report, as the title is what will get the reader to 
look at it. E.g., “Who Gets to Walk Safely? An Equity Audit of Projects Funded by the 
City of Bloomington, Indiana’s Sidewalk Committee, 2003-2020.”

- Use the active voice and avoid the passive voice whenever feasible. It is also sometimes 
confusing who you are referencing by “our and “we.”

- PASSIVE: “Our sidewalk equity was compared against best 
practices,” 

- ACTIVE: “To conduct this sidewalk equity audit, I 
analyzed both the City of Bloomington’s process to 
decide where new sidewalks should go and the metrics 
to consider the merits of locations. Then, I compared 
this analysis with best practices in field for an 
equitable distribution of pedestrian resources. 

- Place the description of your credentials and the link to the full report in a final note at 
the end of the executive summary. 

- Begin the executive summary with your thesis statement (the “why are you doing this?) 
and an overview of your findings. This will encourage the reader to finish the executive 
summary and to read the full report. 

- Describe what the City of Bloomington’s Sidewalk Committee is, why it exists, how it 
functions. 

- Equity scorecard: 
- Provide context and explain what an equity audit is, where else it has been done, 

and why it is a valid form of assessment. 
- Describe where the Bloomington Sidewalk Equity Scorecard came from. Did you 

create it? What are the “Best Practices” based on? What is the basis for the 
scoring?

- Remove the ellipses in the “Best Practices” and fully label each line. 
- Fully label references for “the City” and departments rather than a shorthand. E.g., 

instead of “Public Works Department,” “The City of Bloomington’s Public Works 
Department.”

- Not clear in the text what “comprehensive LIDAR scans” are or why they are relevant. 
Either provide an explanation, make more generic, or remove.

- Suggest clarifying Bloomington, Indiana in the first reference. (You have it later in the 
first para, but better to have it right away)

- COPYEDIT: Recently, Bloomington Mayor Hamilton
- COPYEDIT: “Recover Forward Bloomington” [full name of the plan]
- CLARITY EDIT: “This plan prioritizes rebuilding from pandemic public health 

and economic crises with racial and economic equity.” COPYEDIT: Commission,  
I was interested in how

- CLARITY EDIT: “LIDAR scans of our sidewalk inventory” - explain what LIDAR 
scans are in the first reference

- Change to “Key Findings” from “Best Practices” is good, but headers need to be 
rephrased for consistency. 

- E.g., “Objective Metrics Override Political Interests” is not a key finding -- 
it’s a best practice. 

- Aim for parallel wording in each of the key findings. E.g., The first two 
currently start with a verb - make others also start with a verb.

- The ❌ and ✅ icons are more compatible with the “best practices” to 
indicate whether they are present or not. A colorful bullet icon is an 
attractive visual, though. Maybe use the ✅ icon for all your key findings?



Key Findings Cont.:

Location Ranking Algorithm Is Flawed
The Pedestrian Level of Service Excel formula used to rank sidewalk locations has been 
ranking projects in the wrong order since it was introduced five years ago, scrambling the 
overall results.

Objective Metrics Override Political Interests
Although the Planning Department recommends sidewalk locations based on objective 
metrics, the Council’s Sidewalk Committee can and does override their recommendations. 
The full report linked below contains a detailed impact audit which uses a number of 
interactive maps to show how new sidewalks funded in the last 17 years are distributed 
relative to race and income in Bloomington. The audit found that the current 
politically-biased process resulted in skewing sidewalk projects towards neighborhoods that 
were wealthier, less dense and had lower pedestrian demand.

Recommended Changes to Sidewalk Committee Funding Process

1) Move new sidewalk funding decisions to the Planning and Transportation Department 
staff. The Sidewalk Committee’s involvement shows bias towards steering projects to 
districts of committee members. This led to a wealthier, less-dense part of town being 
overrepresented in new sidewalk construction.

 
2) Use the LIDAR scan of our complete "missing sidewalk map" to consider all sidewalks.

3) Automate as much as possible. The City of Bloomington should build or contract out a 
process of software automation that considers missing sidewalks, walkability, 
neighborhood density, and other objective metrics. 

4) Add race and income census data as variables in an equity matrix. This is critical to meet 
the Mayor’s goal to rebuild with racial and economic equity and to compensate for 
overrepresentation of wealthier neighborhoods with sidewalk projects in the recent past.

5) Improve project selection transparency. The City of Bloomington should provide the public 
with a map of missing sidewalks and a clearer way for the public to access ranking 
information for projects under consideration. This information could be included in the Open 
Data Portal here: https://data.bloomington.in.gov/dataset/sidewalk-maps 

Mark Stosberg volunteers as President of Bloomington, Indiana’s Bicycle Pedestrian Safety Commission. He has 
over twenty years experience in geospatial software development. 

This is an executive summary. For the comprehensive report, see 
https://mark.stosberg.com/sidewalk-equity-audit

- This is the first reference to the City of Bloomington Planning Department. How does 
the Planning Department interact with the Sidewalk Committee?

- Who does not consider race and income? The City of Bloomington Planning 
Department? The City’s SIdewalk Committee? Neither?

- What is an Impact audit? Another good opportunity to use the active voice: Who 
conducted it? Is this the same or different than the equity audit? 

- Consistency needed: this page says Best Practice: ...Use Metrics that Function as 
Intended” - the chart above says “...Use Formulas that Function as Intended”

- “The evaluation system needs to be automated” - Use the active voice here, too: Who 
will automate the evaluation system? What does it mean to automate it? 

- Suggestion: Present the Mayor’s equity goals in the beginning of the summary as a 
premise for why to do this analysis. 

- Add a specific recommendation for where the public could have access to a hosted 
map with missing sidewalks, such as the the City’s BClear Open Data Portal - 
https://data.bloomington.in.gov/dataset/sidewalk-maps

- CONTENT QUESTION: “Although the Planning Department recommends 
sidewalk locations based on objective metrics, the Council’s Sidewalk 
Committee can and does override their recommendations.” Any way to 
attach a percentage to this? Does the full report address the frequency of 
this override? 

- CLARITY EDIT: “The audit found that our current politically-biased 
process” - clarify who is “our” or simply replace with “the”

- COPYEDIT: “as the basis considering sidewalks to add.” reword for clarity
- COPYEDIT: “These scans are created with cars”
- COPYEDIT: “The City of Bloomington should build or contract out”
- COPYEDIT: “The City of Bloomington should provide the public with a 

map of missing sidewalks”

https://data.bloomington.in.gov/dataset/sidewalk-maps
https://mark.stosberg.com/sidewalk-equity-audit
https://data.bloomington.in.gov/dataset/sidewalk-maps

